
 

a prayer, my property 

 

 

fell off. 

no, not quite sure 

fell, but only because his tried for a highway 

kiss and emergency 

the room begat multiple stitches 

 

thumbs always know: 

she licks in 

 

palm that crescent scar 

inside the index fold 

 

inbody the one:    

wheel around, wheel around 

that ever-whhhh, that rhorho 

 

funny bone connected to my:  L-bone 

hip bone fixes groin  to the:  no-boner 

slippery slope slants along their: rococo 

ei-ey-ei-ey-O 

 

you hear the collar bone slapped silly alongside wood? 

at the very, at the lee-canopy 

you hear wrists that offer yoga, prim? 

one time, the knee loosens and slithers west 

you here? 

don’t hear [I don’t: her] 

 

17 years speaks my depraved [left] knee 

bed buggings portend shameless spasms. no: 

budding bees tense, shore, lessen, spastic. no: 

bubble tens and hork and vessel and passed tic [no tick] 

 

sunny suns necking with L-words 

hone the zipper, nix the brainier 

…ehrm? loping ants slurp Perrier 

swank against Riviera Chabichou 

[insert chorus here] 

 

then sprain your baby finger 

keep it that way 

uh-huh 

uh-huh 



 

 

body on whee, whelp a pound 

 [coulda said bawdy 

coulda saved bodacious] 

 

IMS at neck base 

at rotten wrists 

at sore jaw (right side, only) 

[this side?] 

 

“And, the Gimp Award goes to…!” 

every day, in verily panache 

pretend prudish seizures: 

bring your babies, éh? 

 

collar bone whispers, calibrates, jumbles 

the wish bone can but yearn 

sometimes craves 

pop crackle goes the knuckle-bone 

funny, funny, funny, fun 

(two-finger-nose, two-finger-nose, finger-hand) 

noon: both knees crack 

 

Downs Sy and knit-one-sea-urchin-two 

sized-down and zizzify 

 

the lower back twinges 

shudders, relaaaxxx into moist 

skeletal pants 

right shoulder always higher 

(that-a-way, that-a-way) 

 

when the lop-sided tongue slid my bra strap 

that same patois buckles when I kneel for adjectives 

whose adverbial clause curvatures? 

one pinkie: bent 

but one: straight as Russia 

 

 

whenever the toes throb 


